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New UCOAC Charter says:
One (1) member each from UC Berkeley, UCLA, UC Santa Cruz, UCD, UCI, UCR, UCSB and UCSD;
three-year terms
UC members of the Keck Observatory Science Steering Committee
UC members of the Thirty-Meter Telescope Science Advisory Committee
(Keck SSC and TMT SAC are in addition to the campus reps)

Current Keck SSC Members (ex-officio members)
Marcy                      UCB
Ghez                       UCLA
Prochaska                  UCSC
Bernstein (new)            UCSC

Current TMT SAC Members (ex-officio members)
Bolte, Assoc Dir TMT       UCSC
Illingworth, chair         UCSC
Treu                       UCSB
Ghez                       UCLA

UCO Associate Directors (ex-officio attendees)
I. McLean                  UCLA
Prochaska                  UCSC
Rockosi                    UCSC
Bolte                      UCSC

Other ex-officio attendees
M. McLean, Asst. Director Administration
Wareham, Deputy Director, Lick Observatory

New Campus Members, and terms
UCB: Filippenko             1 yr  (Current: Filippenko and Marcy)
UCD Fassnacht               3 yr  (Current: Lubin)
UCI: Barth as CHAIR        3 yr  (Current: Chanan)
UCLA: Rich                  1 yr  (Current: McLean and Rich)
UCR: Siana                  2 yr  (Current: Canalizo)
UCSB: Mazin                 3 yr  (Current: Treu)
UCSC: Smith                 1 yr  (Current: Max and Bolte)
UCSD: Coil                  2 yr  (Current: Tytler)